Dataset related to the manuscript are available at Megocclusion-vr3. RepOD (<http://dx.doi.org/10.18150/repod.2004402>).

Introduction {#sec001}
============

There is abundance of feedforward, and recurrent connections in the primate visual cortex \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref001], [@pcbi.1007001.ref002]\]. The feedforward connections form a hierarchy of cortical areas along the visual pathway, playing a significant role in various aspects of visual object processing \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref003]\]. However, the role of recurrent connections in visual processing have remained poorly understood \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref001], [@pcbi.1007001.ref004]--[@pcbi.1007001.ref007]\].

Several complementary behavioral, neuronal, and computational modeling studies have confirmed that a large class of object recognition tasks called "core recognition" are largely solved through a single sweep of feedforward visual information processing \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref008]--[@pcbi.1007001.ref013]\]. Object recognition is defined as the ability to differentiate an object's identity or category from many other objects having a range of identity-preserving changes \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref008]\]. Core recognition refers to the ability of visual system to rapidly recognize objects despite variations in their appearance, e.g. position, scale, and rotation \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref008]\].

Object recognition under challenging conditions, such as high variations \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref014], [@pcbi.1007001.ref015]\], object deletion and occlusion \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref016]--[@pcbi.1007001.ref024]\], and crowding \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref025]--[@pcbi.1007001.ref027]\] goes beyond the core recognition problem, which is thought to require more than the feedforward processes. Object recognition under occlusion is one of the key challenging conditions that occurs in many of the natural scenes we interact with every day. How our brain solves object recognition under such challenging condition is still an open question. Object deletion and object occlusion are shown to have different temporal dynamics \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref028]\]. While object deletion has been studied before in humans \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref017]--[@pcbi.1007001.ref020], [@pcbi.1007001.ref024], [@pcbi.1007001.ref029]\], we do not know much about the dynamics of object processing under the challenging condition of occlusion; in particular there has not been any previous MEG study of occluded object processing, with multivariate pattern analyses approach, linking models with both brain and behavior. Furthermore, as opposed to the core object recognition problem, where the **conventional** feedforward CNNs are shown to explain brain representations \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref010]--[@pcbi.1007001.ref013]\], we do not yet have computational models that successfully explain human brain representation and behavior under this challenging condition \[Regarding feedforward CNNs, also see \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref030], [@pcbi.1007001.ref031]\] where CNNs cannot fully explain patterns of human behavioral decisions\].

Few fMRI studies have investigated how and where occluded objects are represented in the human brain \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref032]--[@pcbi.1007001.ref036]\]. Hulme and Zeki \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref033]\] found that faces and houses in fusiform face area (FFA) and lateral occipital cortex (LOC) are represented similary with and without occclusion. Ban et al. \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref035]\] used topographic mapping with simple geometric shapes (e.g. triangles), finding that the occluded portion of the shape is represented topographically in human V1 and V2, suggesting the involvement of early visual areas in object completion. A more recent study showed that the early visual areas may only code spatial information about occluded objects, but not their identity, and higher-order visual areas instead represent object-specific information, such as category or identity of occluded objects \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref036]\]. While these studies provide insights about object processing under occlusion, they do not provide any information about the temporal dynamics of these processes, and whether object recognition under occlusion requires recurrent processing.

Our focus in this study is understanding the temporal dynamics of object recognition under occlusion; and whether recurrent connections are critical in processing occluded objects? If yes, in what form are they engaged (e.g. long range feedback or local recurrent?), and how much is their contribution compared to the contribution of the feedforward visual information? We constructed a controlled image set of occluded objects, and used the combination of multivariate pattern analyses (MVPA) of MEG signals, computational modeling, backward masking, and behavioral experiments to characterize representational dynamics of object processing under occlusion, and to determine unique contributions of feedforward and recurrent processes.

Here, we provide five complementary evidence for the contribution of recurrent processes in recognizing occluded objects. *First*, MEG decoding time courses show that onset and peak for occluded objects---without backward masking---are significantly delayed compared to when the whole object is presented without occlusion. The timing of visual information plays an important role in discriminating the processing stages (i.e. feedforward vs. recurrent) with early brain responses reaching higher visual areas being dominantly feedforward and the delayed responses being mainly driven by recurrent processes \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref003], [@pcbi.1007001.ref004], [@pcbi.1007001.ref037]--[@pcbi.1007001.ref042]\]. *Second*, time-time decoding analysis (i.e. temporal generalization) suggests that occluded object processing goes through a relatively long sequence of stages that involve recurrent interaction---likely local recurrent. *Third*, the results of backward masking demonstrate that while the masking significantly impairs both human categorization performances and MEG decoding performances under occlusion, it has no significant effect on object recognition when objects are not occluded. *Fourth*, results from two computational models showed that a **conventional** feedforward CNN (AlexNet) that could achieve human-level performance in the no-occlusion condition, performed significantly worse than humans when objects were occluded. Additionally, the feedforward CNN could only explain the human MEG data when objects were presented without occlusion; but failed to explain the MEG data under the occlusion condition. In contrast, a hierarchical CNN with local recurrent connections (recurrent ResNet) achieved human-level performance and the representational geometry of the model was significantly correlated with that of the MEG neural data when objects were occluded. Finally, we quantified contributions of feedforward and recurrent processes in explaining the neural data, showing a significant unique contribution only for the recurrent processing under occlusion. These findings demonstrate significant involvement of recurrent processes in occluded object recognition, and improve our understand of object recognition beyond the core problem. To our knowledge this is the first MVPA study of MEG data linking feedforward and recurrent deep neural network architectures with both brain and behavior to investigate object recognition under occlusion in humans.

Results {#sec002}
=======

We used multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) of MEG data to characterize representational dynamics of object recognition under occlusion \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref043]--[@pcbi.1007001.ref046]\]. MEG along with MVPA allows for a fine-grained investigation of the underlying object recognition processes across time \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref046], [@pcbi.1007001.ref047]\]. Subjects (N = 15) were presented with images of objects with varying levels of occlusion (i.e., 0% = no-occlusion, 60% and 80% occlusion; see [Methods](#sec017){ref-type="sec"}). We also took advantage of the visual backward masking \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref048]\] as a tool to further control the feedforward and feedback flow of visual information processing. In the MEG experiment, each stimulus was presented for 34 ms \[2 × screen frame rate (17ms) = 34ms\], followed by a blank-screen ISI, and then in half of the trials followed by a dynamic mask ([S1 Fig](#pcbi.1007001.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We extracted and pre-processed MEG signals from -200 ms to 700 ms with regard to the stimulus onset. To calculate pairwise discriminability between objects, a support vector machine (SVM) classifier was trained and tested at each time point ([Fig 1a](#pcbi.1007001.g001){ref-type="fig"}). MEG decoding time-courses show the pairwise discriminability of object images averaged across individuals. We first present the MEG results of the no-mask trials. After that in section "The neural basis of masking effect" we discuss the effect of backward masking.

![Temporal dynamics object recognition under various levels of occlusion.\
**(a)** Multivariate pattern classification of MEG data. We extracted MEG signals from -200 ms to 700 ms relative to the stimulus onset. At each time point (ms resolution), we computed average pairwise classification accuracy between all exemplars. **(b)** Time courses of pairwise decoding accuracies for the three different occlusion levels (without backward masking) averaged across 15 subjects. Thicker lines indicate a decoding accuracy significantly above chance (right-sided signrank test, FDR corrected across time, p \< 0.05), showing that MEG signals can discriminate between object exemplars. Shaded error bars represent standard error of the mean (SEM). The two vertical shaded areas show the time from onset to peak, for 60% occluded and 0% occluded objects, which are largely non-overlapping. The onset latency is 79±3 ms (mean ± SD) in the no-occlusion condition; and 123±15 ms in the 60% occlusion; the difference between onset latencies is significant (p\<10^−4^, two-sided signrank test). Arrows above the curves indicate peak latencies. The peak latencies are 139±1ms and 199±3ms for the 0% occluded and partially occluded (60%) objects respectively. The difference between the peak latencies is also statistically significant (p \< 10^−4^). Images shown to participants are available from here: <https://github.com/krajaei/Megocclusion/blob/master/Sample_occlusion_dataset.png>.](pcbi.1007001.g001){#pcbi.1007001.g001}

Object recognition is significantly delayed under occlusion {#sec003}
-----------------------------------------------------------

We used pairwise decoding analysis of MEG signals to measure how object information evolves over time ([Fig 1a](#pcbi.1007001.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Significantly above-chance decoding accuracy means that objects can be discriminated using the information available from the brain data at that time-point. The decoding onset latency indicates the earliest time that the object-specific information becomes available and the peak decoding latency is the time-point wherein we have the highest object-discrimination performance.

We found that object information emerges significantly later under occlusion compared to the no-occlusion condition. Object decoding under no-occlusion had an early onset latency at 79ms \[±3 ms standard deviation (SD)\] and was followed by a sharp increase reaching its maximum accuracy (i.e. peak latency) at 139±1 ms ([Fig 1b](#pcbi.1007001.g001){ref-type="fig"}). This early and rapidly evolving dynamic is well consistent with the known time-course of the feedforward visual object processing \[see [S2 Fig](#pcbi.1007001.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref038], [@pcbi.1007001.ref043], [@pcbi.1007001.ref044]\]\].

However, when objects were partially occluded (i.e. 60% occlusion), decoding time-courses were significantly slower than the 0% occlusion condition: the onset for decoding accuracy was at 123±15 ms followed by a gradual increase in decoding accuracy until it reached its peak decoding accuracy at 199±3 ms ([Fig 1b](#pcbi.1007001.g001){ref-type="fig"}). The difference between onset latencies and peak latencies were both statistically significant with p\<10^−4^ (two sided sign-rank test). Analysis of the behavioral response times was also consistent with the MEG object decoding curves, showing a significant delay in participants' response times when increasing the occlusion level ([S3 Fig](#pcbi.1007001.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The slow temporal dynamics of object recognition under occlusion and the observed significant temporal delay in processing occluded objects compared to un-occluded (0% occlusion) objects do not match with a fully feedforward account of visual information processing. Previous studies have shown that first responses to visual stimuli that contain category-related information can reach higher visual areas in as little as 100 ms. \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref038], [@pcbi.1007001.ref049], [@pcbi.1007001.ref050]\]. Therefore, the observed late onset and the significant delay in peak and onset of the decoding accuracy for occluded objects, may be best explained by the engagement of recurrent processes.

Under 80% occlusion, the MEG decoding results did not reach significance \[right-sided signrank test, FDR corrected across time, p \< 0.05\] ([Fig 1b](#pcbi.1007001.g001){ref-type="fig"}). However, behaviorally, human subjects still performed above-chance in object categorization even under 80% occlusion. This discrepancy might be due to MEG acquisition noise, whereas the behavioral categorization task is by definition free from that type of noise.

While the MEG and behavioral data have different levels of noise, we showed that within the MEG data itself, presented images with different levels of occlusion (0%, 60%, 80%) did not differ in terms of their level of MEG noise ([S4 Fig](#pcbi.1007001.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, the difference in decoding performance between different levels of occlusion cannot be simply explained by the difference in noise. Furthermore, patterns of cross-decoding analyses (see the next section) demonstrate that the observed delay in peak latency under occlusion cannot be simply explained by a difference in signal strength.

Time-time decoding analysis for occluded objects suggests a neural architecture with recurrent interactions {#sec004}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We performed time-time decoding analysis measuring how information about object discrimination generalizes across time ([Fig 2a](#pcbi.1007001.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Time-time decoding matrices are constructed by training a SVM classifier at a given time point and testing its generalization performance at all other time-points (see [Methods](#sec017){ref-type="sec"}). The pattern of temporal generalization provides useful information about the underlying processing architecture \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref051]\].

![Temporal generalization patterns of object recognition with and without occlusion.\
**(a)** Time-time decoding analysis. The procedure is similar to the calculations of pairwise decoding accuracies explained in [Fig 1](#pcbi.1007001.g001){ref-type="fig"}, except that here the classifier is trained at a given time-point, and then tested at all time-points. In other words, for each pair of time points (t~x~, t~y~), a SVM classifier is trained by N-1 MEG pattern vectors at time t~x~ and tested by the remaining one pattern vector at time t~y~, resulting to an 801x801 time-time decoding matrix. **(b-c)** Time-time decoding accuracy and plausible processing architecture for no-occlusion and 60% occlusion. The results are for MEG trials without backward masking. Horizontal axis indicates testing times and vertical axis indicates training times. Color bars represent percent of decoding accuracies (chancel level = 50%); please note that in the time-time decoding matrices, the color bar ranges for 0% occlusion and 60% occlusion are different. Within the time-time decoding matrices, significantly above chance decoding accuracies, are surrounded by the white dashed contour lines (right-sided signrank test, FDR corrected across the whole 801x801 decoding matrix, p \< 0.05). For each time-time decoding matrix, we also show the plausible processing architecture corresponding to it. These are derived from the observed patterns of temporal generalization from onset-to-peak decoding (shown by the gray dashed rectangles) \[see Fig 5 of \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref052]\]\]. Generalization patterns for the no-occlusion condition are consistent with a hierarchical feedforward architecture; whereas, for the occluded objects (60%) the temporal generalization patterns are consistent with a hierarchical architecture with recurrent connections. **(d)** Difference in time-time decoding accuracies between no-occlusion and occlusion conditions. Significantly above zero differences are surrounded by the white dashed contour lines (right-sided signrank test, FDR corrected across \[80--240\]ms matrix at p \< 0.05).](pcbi.1007001.g002){#pcbi.1007001.g002}

We were interested to see if there are differences between temporal generalization patterns of occluded and un-occluded objects. Different processing dynamics may lead to distinct patterns of generalization in the time-time decoding matrix \[see \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref051]\] for a review\]. For example, a narrow diagonal pattern suggests a hierarchical sequence of processing stages wherein information is sequentially transferred between neural stages. This hierarchical architecture is well consistent with the feedforward account of neural information processing across the ventral visual pathway. On the other hand, a time-time decoding pattern with off-diagonal generalization suggests a neural architecture with recurrent interactions between processing stages \[see Fig 5 in \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref052]\]\].

The temporal generalization pattern under no-occlusion ([Fig 2b](#pcbi.1007001.g002){ref-type="fig"}) indicated a sequential architecture, without an off-diagonal generalization until its early peak latency at 140 ms. This is consistent with a dominantly feedforward account of visual information processing. There was some off-diagonal generalization after 140 ms, however that was not of interest here, because the ongoing recurrent activity after the peak latency (as shown in [Fig 1b](#pcbi.1007001.g001){ref-type="fig"}) did not carry any information that further improves pairwise decoding performance of 0% occluded objects. On the other hand, when objects were occluded, the temporal generalization matrix ([Fig 2c](#pcbi.1007001.g002){ref-type="fig"}) indicated a significantly delayed peak latency at 199ms with extensive off-diagonal generalization before reaching its peak. In other words, for occluded objects, we see a discernible pattern of temporal generalization, which is characterized by 1) a relatively weak early diagonal pattern of the decoding accuracy during \[100 150\]ms with limited temporal generalization, which is in contrast with the high accuracy decoding of 0% occluded objects in the same time period. 2) A relatively late peak decoding accuracy with a wide generalization pattern around 200ms. This pattern of temporal generalization can be simulated by a hierarchical neural architecture with local recurrent interactions within the network \[Fig 5 of \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref052]\]\]

We also performed sensorwise decoding analysis to explore spatio-temporal dynamics of object information. To calculate sensorwise decoding, pairwise decoding analysis was conducted on 102 neighboring triplets of MEG sensors (2 gradiometers and 1 magnetometer in each location) yielding a decoding map of brain activity at each time-point. The sensorwise decoding patterns indicated the approximate locus of neural activity: in particular, we see that for both 0% occlusion ([S2 Movie](#pcbi.1007001.s015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and 60% occlusion ([S1 Movie](#pcbi.1007001.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) conditions, during the onset of decoding as well as the peak decoding time, the main source of object decoding is in the left posterior-temporal sensors. From \[110ms to 200ms\], the peak of decoding accuracy remains locally around the same sensors, suggesting a sustained local recurrent activity.

### Generalization across time and occlusion levels {#sec005}

Time-time decoding analyses can be further expanded by training the classifiers in one condition (e.g. occluded) and testing their ability to generalize to the other condition (e.g. un-occluded). The resulting pattern of generalization across time and occlusion level provides diagnostic information about the organization of brain processes ([Fig 3](#pcbi.1007001.g003){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, this can provide us with further evidence as to whether the observed decoding results under occlusion is due to changes in activation intensity (e.g. weakening of the signal), or a genuine difference in latency. As shown in (\[[@pcbi.1007001.ref051]\], [Fig 4](#pcbi.1007001.g004){ref-type="fig"}) each of these two come with distinct cross-condition generalization matrices. A change of signal intensity leads to asymmetric generalizations across conditions because it can be more efficient to train a decoder with relatively high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) data (e.g. 0% occlusion) and generalize it to low SNR data (e.g. 60% occlusion) rather than vice versa. However, in [Fig 3](#pcbi.1007001.g003){ref-type="fig"}, we do not see such asymmetry in decoding strengths, instead we observe different generalization patterns that are more consistent with changes in the speed of information processing (i.e. latency). More specifically, when the classifier is trained with 0% occlusion and tested on 60% occlusion (upper-left matrix in [Fig 3a](#pcbi.1007001.g003){ref-type="fig"}) the generalization pattern is shifted to the above diagonal and vice versa when trained with 60% occlusion and tested on 0% occlusion (the lower-right matrix).

![Generalization across time and occlusion levels.\
**(a)** The classifier is trained on an occlusion level (e.g. 0% occlusion) and tested on the other occlusion level (e.g. 60% occlusion). Time-points with significant decoding accuracy are shown inside the dashed contours (right-sided signrank test, FDR-corrected across time, p\<0.05). The contour of significant time-points has a shift towards the upper side of the diagonal when the classifier is trained with 0% occlusion and tested on 60% occlusion (i.e. 63% of significant time points are above the diagonal) whereas in the lower right matrix we see the opposite pattern (66% of significant time points are located below the diagonal). **(b)** The two color maps below the decoding matrices show the difference between the two decoding matrices located above them.](pcbi.1007001.g003){#pcbi.1007001.g003}

![Backward masking significantly impairs object decoding under occlusion, but has no significant effect on object decoding under no occlusion.\
**(a)** Time-courses of the average pairwise decoding accuracies under no-occlusion. Thicker lines indicate significant time-points (right-sided signrank test, FDR corrected across time, p \< 0.05). Shaded error bars indicate SEM (standard error of the mean). Downward pointing arrows indicate peak decoding accuracies. There is no significant difference between decoding time-courses for mask and no-mask trials, under no-occlusion **(b)** Time-courses of the average pairwise decoding under 60% occlusion (for 80% occlusion see [S5 Fig](#pcbi.1007001.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Under occlusion, the decoding onset latency for the no-mask trials is 123±15ms, with its peak decoding accuracy at 199±3ms; whereas the time-course for the masked trials does not reach statistical significance, demonstrating that backward masking significantly impairs object recognition under occlusion. Black horizontal lines below the curves show the time-points at which the two decoding curves are significantly different. This is particularly evident around the peak latency of the no-mask trials \[from 185ms to 237ms\]. **(c, d)** Time-time decoding matrices of 60% occluded and (0%) un-occluded objects with and without backward masking. Horizontal axes indicate testing times and the vertical axes indicate training times. Color bars show percent of decoding accuracies. Please note that in the time-time decoding matrices, the color bar ranges for 0% occlusion and 60% occlusion are different. Significantly above chance decoding accuracies, are surrounded by the white dashed contour lines (right-sided signrank test, FDR corrected across the whole 801x801 decoding matrix, p \< 0.05). **(f)** Difference between time-time decoding matrices with and without backward masking. Statistically significant differences are surrounded by the black dotted contours (right-sided signrank test, FDR corrected across time at p \< 0.05). There are significant differences between mask and no-mask only under occlusion.](pcbi.1007001.g004){#pcbi.1007001.g004}

Backward masking significantly impaired object recognition only under occlusion {#sec006}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Visual backward masking has been used as a tool to disrupt the flow of recurrent information processing, while feedforward processes are left relatively intact \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref004], [@pcbi.1007001.ref014], [@pcbi.1007001.ref048], [@pcbi.1007001.ref053]--[@pcbi.1007001.ref056]\]. Our time-time decoding results ([Fig 4d](#pcbi.1007001.g004){ref-type="fig"} 0% occluded) additionally supports the recurrent explanation of backward masking: off-diagonal generalization in time-time decoding matrices are representative of recurrent interactions; these off-diagonal components disappear when backward masking is present.

Considering the recurrent explanation of the masking effect, we further examined how the recurrent processes contribute in object processing under occlusion. We found that backward masking significantly reduced both MEG decoding accuracy time-course ([Fig 4b](#pcbi.1007001.g004){ref-type="fig"}) and subjects' behavioral performances ([Fig 5d](#pcbi.1007001.g005){ref-type="fig"}), only when objects were occluded. When occluded objects are masked, the MEG decoding time-course from 185ms to 237ms is significantly lower than the decoding time-course when in no-mask condition ([Fig 4b](#pcbi.1007001.g004){ref-type="fig"}, black horizontal lines; two-sided signrank test, FDR-corrected across time p \< 0.05). On the other hand, for un-occluded objects, we did not find any significant difference between decoding time-courses of the mask and no-mask conditions ([Fig 4a](#pcbi.1007001.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

![Comparing human MEG and behavioral data with feedforward and recurrent computational models of visual hierarchy.\
**(a)** Time-varying representational similarity analysis between human MEG data and the computational models. We, first, obtained representational dissimilarity matrices (RDM) for each computational model---using feature values of the layer before the softmax operation---, and for the MEG data at each time-point. For each subject, their MEG RDMs were correlated (Spearman' R) with the computational model RDMs (i.e. AlexNet & HRRN) across time; the results were then averaged across subjects. **(b, c)** Time-courses of RDM correlations between the models and the human MEG data. HRRN readout stage 0 represents the purely feedforward version of HRRN. Thicker lines show significant time points (right-sided signrank test, FDR-corrected across time, p \< = 0.05). We indicate peak correlation latencies by numbers (mean ± SD) above the downward pointing arrows. Under no-occlusion, AlexNet and HRRN demonstrate almost similar time-courses except that the peak latency for HRRN (249±10ms) is significantly later than the peak latency for AlexNet (219±12ms). However, under occlusion, only HRRN showed significant correlation with MEG data, with a peak latency of 182±19ms. **(d)** Object recognition performance of humans (mask and no-mask trials) and models \[AlexNet and HRRN-ReadoutStage-0 (feedforward) and HRRN(recurrent)\] across different levels of occlusion. We evaluated model accuracies on a multiclass recognition task similar to the multiclass behavioral experiment done in humans ([S6 Fig](#pcbi.1007001.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The models' performances were calculated by holding out an occlusion level for testing, and training a SVM classifier on the remaining levels of occlusion. Error bars are SEM.](pcbi.1007001.g005){#pcbi.1007001.g005}

Consistent with the MEG decoding results, while the masking significantly reduced behavioral categorization performances when objects were occluded, it had no significant effect on the categorization performance for the un-occluded objects ([Fig 5d](#pcbi.1007001.g005){ref-type="fig"}) \[two-sided signrank test\]. Particularly, the backward masking removed the late MEG decoding peak (around 200ms) under occlusion ([Fig 4f](#pcbi.1007001.g004){ref-type="fig"}) likely due to disruption of later recurrent interactions.

Taken together, we demonstrated that visual backward masking, which is suggested to disrupt recurrent processes \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref004], [@pcbi.1007001.ref048], [@pcbi.1007001.ref053], [@pcbi.1007001.ref055], [@pcbi.1007001.ref057]\], significantly impairs object recognition only under occlusion. On the other hand, masking did not affect object processing under no occlusion, when information from the feedforward sweep is shown to be sufficient for object recognition. Thus, providing further evidence for the essential role of recurrent processes in object recognition under occlusion.

How well does a computational model with local recurrent interactions explain neural and behavioral data under occlusion? {#sec007}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Recent studies have shown that convolutional neural networks (CNNs) achieve human-level performance and explain neural data under non-challenging conditions---also referred to as the core object recognition \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref008], [@pcbi.1007001.ref010], [@pcbi.1007001.ref011]\]. Here, we first examined whether such feedforward CNNs (i.e. AlexNet) can explain the observed human neuronal and behavioral data in a challenging object recognition task when objects are occluded. The model accuracy was evaluated by the same object recognition task used to measure human behavioral performance ([S6 Fig](#pcbi.1007001.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A multiclass linear SVM classifier was trained on images from two occlusion levels and tested on the left-out occlusion level, using features from the penultimate layer of the model (e.g. 'fc7' in AlexNet). The classification task was to categorize images into car, motor, deer, or camel. This procedure was repeated for 15 times, and the mean categorization performance is reported here.

We, additionally, used representational similarity analysis (RSA) to assess model's performance in explaining the human MEG data. RSA correlates time-resolved human MEG representations with that of the model, on the same set of stimuli. First, dissimilarity matrices (RDMs) were separately calculated for the MEG signals and the model. The model RDM were then correlated with MEG RDMs across time ([Fig 5a](#pcbi.1007001.g005){ref-type="fig"}; also see [Methods](#sec017){ref-type="sec"}).

We found that in the no-occlusion condition, the feedforward CNN achieved human-level performance and CNN representations were significantly correlated with the MEG data. Significant correlation between the model and MEG representational dissimilarity matrices (RDMs) started at \~90ms after the stimulus onset and remained significant for several hundred milliseconds with two peaks at 150ms and 220ms ([Fig 5b](#pcbi.1007001.g005){ref-type="fig"}). However, the feedforward CNNs (i.e. AlexNet and the purely feedforward version of HRRN (HRRN with readout stage 0)) failed to explain human MEG data when objects were occluded. And the model performance was significantly lower than that of human in the occluded object recognition task.

We were wondering if a model with local recurrent connections could account for object recognition under occlusion. Inspired by recent advancements in deep convolutional neural networks \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref058]--[@pcbi.1007001.ref061]\], we built a hierarchical recurrent ResNet (HRRN) that follows the hierarchy of the ventral visual pathway ([Fig 6](#pcbi.1007001.g006){ref-type="fig"}, also see [Methods](#sec017){ref-type="sec"} for more details about the model). The recurrent model (HRRN) could rival the human performance in the occluded object recognition task ([Fig 5d](#pcbi.1007001.g005){ref-type="fig"}), performing strikingly better than AlexNet in 60% and 80% occlusion. We also compared confusion matrices (patterns of errors) between the models and human ([S7 Fig](#pcbi.1007001.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Under the no-mask condition, HRNN had a significantly higher correlation with humans under 0% and 80% occlusion (the difference was not significant in 60% occlusion, [S7b Fig](#pcbi.1007001.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Hierarchical recurrent ResNet (HRRN) in unfolded form is equivalent to an ultra-deep ResNet.\
**(a)** A hierarchy of convolutional layers with local recurrent connections. This hierarchical structure models the feedforward and local recurrent connections along the hierarchy of ventral visual pathway (e.g. V1, V2, V4, IT). **(b)** Each recurrent unit is equivalent to a deep ResNet with arbitrary number of layers depending on the unfolding depth. *h*~*t*~ is the layer activity at a specific time (t) and K~t~ represents a sequence of nonlinear operations (e.g. convolution, batch normalization, and ReLU). \[see \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref063]\] for more info\].](pcbi.1007001.g006){#pcbi.1007001.g006}

Additionally, the HRRN model representation was significantly correlated with that of the human MEG data under occlusion \[[Fig 5c](#pcbi.1007001.g005){ref-type="fig"}\] (onset = 138±2ms; peak = 182±19ms). It is worth noting that the recurrent model here may be considered functionally equivalent to an arbitrarily deep feedforward CNN. We think the key difference between AlexNet and HRRN, is indeed in the number of non-linear transformations applied to the input image (please refer to section "Does a feedforward system with arbitrarily long depth work the same as a recurrent system with limited depth? "for a discussion about this).

The models here, the purely feedforward models (i.e. HRRN readout stage 0, and AlexNet) and the model with local recurrent connections, were both trained on the same object image dataset \[ImageNet \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref062]\]\] and had equal number of feedforward convolutional layers. Both models performed similarly in object recognition under no-occlusion, and achieved human-level performance. However, under occlusion, only the HRRN (i.e. the model with recurrent connections) could partially explain the human MEG data and achieved human-level performance, whereas the purely feedforward models failed to achieve human-level performance under occlusion---in both MEG and behavior.

Contribution of feedforward and recurrent processes in solving object recognition under occlusion {#sec008}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To quantify the contribution of feedforward and recurrent processes in solving object recognition under occlusion, we first correlated the feedforward and recurrent model RDMs with the average MEG RDMs extracted from two time spans: 80 to 150 ms, which is dominantly feedforward \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref038], [@pcbi.1007001.ref042], [@pcbi.1007001.ref050]\], and 151 to 300 ms (significant involvement of recurrent processes). The results are shown in [Fig 7a](#pcbi.1007001.g007){ref-type="fig"}. HRRN and AlexNet both have a similar correlation with the MEG data at \[80--150 ms\]. However, the HRRN shows a significantly higher correlation with the MEG data at \[151--300 ms\] compared to the AlexNet.

![Contribution of the feedforward and recurrent models in explaining MEG data under 60% occlusion.\
**(a)** Correlation between the models RDMs and the average MEG RDM over two different time bins. **(b)** Unique contribution of each model (semipartial correlation) in explaining the MEG data. Error bars represent SEM (Standard Error of the Mean). Significantly above zero correlations/semipartial-correlations and significant differences between the two models are indicated by stars. \* = p\<0.05; \*\* = p\<0.01; \*\*\* = p\<0.001.](pcbi.1007001.g007){#pcbi.1007001.g007}

We were further interested to determine the unique contribution of the models in explaining the neural data under occlusion. To this end, we calculated semipartial correlations between the model RDMs and the MEG RDMs ([Fig 7b](#pcbi.1007001.g007){ref-type="fig"}). We find that the HRRN and AlexNet perform similarly in explaining the mainly feedforward component (i.e. 80-150ms) of the MEG data and they do not have a significant unique contribution. On the other hand, for the later component (150--300 ms) of the MEG data, only the HRRN model has a unique contribution.

Discussion {#sec009}
==========

We investigated how the human brain processes visual objects under occlusion. Using multivariate MEG analysis, behavioral data, backward masking and computational modeling, we demonstrated that recurrent processing plays a major role in object recognition under occlusion.

One of the unique advantages of the current work in comparison to a number of previous studies that have investigated object recognition under partial visibility \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref020], [@pcbi.1007001.ref029]\] was bringing together neural data, behavioral data and computational models in a single study. This enabled us to study the link between brain and behavior and propose a neural architecture that is consistent with both. Whereas previous studies either related models with behavior (e.g. \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref020]\]), missing the link with brain data; or otherwise highlighting the role of recurrent processes using neural data \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref029]\] without suggesting a computational mechanism that could explain the data and the potential underlying mechanisms (however, please also see the recently published \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref024]\]).

Another unique advantage of the current study was the comparison of different deep neural network architectures and comparing their ability in explaining neural and behavioral data under occlusion. To our knowledge this was the first work that specifically compared deep convolutional networks with neural data in occluded object processing.

Beyond core object recognition {#sec010}
------------------------------

Several recent findings have indicated that a large class of object recognition tasks referred to as 'core object recognition' are mainly solved in the human brain within the first \~100 ms after stimulus onset \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref038], [@pcbi.1007001.ref043], [@pcbi.1007001.ref045], [@pcbi.1007001.ref049], [@pcbi.1007001.ref064]\], largely associated with the feedforward path of visual information processing \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref004], [@pcbi.1007001.ref010]--[@pcbi.1007001.ref012]\]. More challenging tasks, such as object recognition under occlusion, go beyond the core recognition problem. So far it has been unclear whether the visual information from the feedforward sweep can fully account for this or otherwise recurrent information are essential to solve object recognition under occlusion.

### Temporal dynamics {#sec011}

We found that under the no-occlusion condition, the MEG object-decoding time-course peaked at 140ms with an early onset at 79ms, consistent with findings from previous studies \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref008], [@pcbi.1007001.ref043]--[@pcbi.1007001.ref045]\]. Intracranial recordings in human visual cortex have shown that early responses to visual stimuli can reach higher visual areas in as little as 100 ms, with a peak decoding performance after 150 ms \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref038], [@pcbi.1007001.ref050]\]. These results suggest that category-related information around \~100 ms (±20 ms) after stimulus onset are mainly driven by feedforward processes (see [S2 Fig](#pcbi.1007001.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for time course of visual processing in human). M/EEG studies in humans have additionally shown that approximately after 150 ms, a very complex and dynamic phase of visual processing may strengthen the category-specific semantic representations \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref065], [@pcbi.1007001.ref066]\], which are likely to be driven by recurrent \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref049]\]. In our study, when objects were occluded, object decoding accuracy peaked at 200ms, with a late onset at 123ms---significantly later than the peak and onset under the no-occlusion condition (i.e. 140ms and 79ms)---suggesting the involvement of recurrent processes. Given the results from the temporal generalization analysis ([Fig 2c](#pcbi.1007001.g002){ref-type="fig"}), and the computational modelling, we argue for the engagement of mostly *local* recurrent connections as opposed to long-range top-down feedback in solving object recognition under occlusion for this image set. Previous studies also suggest that long-range top-down recurrent (e.g. PFC to IT) is prominently engaged after 200ms from stimulus onset \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref038], [@pcbi.1007001.ref067]--[@pcbi.1007001.ref069]\]. However, we do not rule out the possibility of involvement of long-range feedback in processing occluded objects, specifically when stimuli become more complicated (e.g. when objects are presented on natural backgrounds).

The additional time needed for processing occluded objects may facilitate object recognition by providing integrated semantic information from visible parts of the target objects, for example, via local recurrent in higher visual areas in the form of attractor networks \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref070]\]. In other words, partial semantic information (e.g. having wheels, having legs, etc.) may activate prior information associated with the category of the target object \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref066], [@pcbi.1007001.ref071]\]. Overall these suggest the observed temporal delay under 60% occlusion can be best explained by the engagement of recurrent processes---mostly local recurrent connections.

### Computational modeling {#sec012}

Feedforward CNNs have been shown to be able to account for the core object recognition \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref010]--[@pcbi.1007001.ref012], [@pcbi.1007001.ref072]--[@pcbi.1007001.ref076]\]. The natural question to ask next is whether these models perform similarly well under more challenging conditions, beyond the core object recognition. To address this, we compared a conventional feedforward CNN with a recurrent convolutional network in terms of their object recognition performance, and their representational similarity with that of the human MEG data, under the challenging condition of occlusion. The feedforward CNN only achieved human-level performance when objects were not occluded; and performed significantly lower than the humans and the recurrent network when objects were occluded. The conventional feedforward CNN also failed to explain human neural data when objects were occluded. On the other hand, the convolutional network with local recurrent connections could achieve human-level performance in occluded object recognition and explained a significant variance of the human neural data. Thus, demonstrating that the conventional feedforward CNNs (such as AlexNet) do not account for object recognition under such challenging conditions, where recurrent computations have a prominent contribution.

Unique contribution of recurrent processes in solving object recognition under occlusion {#sec013}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AlexNet (i.e. feedforward model) and HRRN (i.e. recurrent model) both equally explained the early component of the MEG data (\<150 ms) with and without occlusion. Consistent with this, the semipartial correlation analyses further revealed no unique variance for these models in explaining the early component of the MEG data. These results suggest that the early component of the MEG data under both conditions (with and without occlusion) are mainly feedforward and both AlexNet and HRRN share a common feedforward component that is significantly correlated with dominantly feedforward MEG representations before 150 ms ([S8 Fig](#pcbi.1007001.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows a plausible Venn diagram describing the relationship between the two models and the MEG data.).

On the other hand, the later component of the MEG data (\>150 ms) under occlusion was only correlated with the recurrent model, which had a significant unique contribution in explaining the MEG data under this condition. Under no occlusion, while the later component of the MEG data is significantly correlated with both AlexNet and HRRN, only the HRRN model showed a significant unique contribution in explaining the data ([S9 Fig](#pcbi.1007001.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This shows that under no-occlusion the later component of the MEG data can still be partially explained by the common feedforward component of the two models, perhaps because object recognition under no-occlusion is primarily a feedforward process, however the recurrent model has some unique advantages in explaining later MEG components---even under no-occlusion.

Object occlusion vs. object deletion {#sec014}
------------------------------------

Object recognition when part of an object is removed without an occluder is one of the challenging conditions that has been previously studied \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref017]--[@pcbi.1007001.ref020], [@pcbi.1007001.ref024], [@pcbi.1007001.ref029]\] and may partly look similar to occlusion. However, as shown by Johnson and Olshausen \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref028]\] deleting part of an object is different from occluding it with another object; even under short stimulus presentation times, there are meaningful differences between occlusion and deletion at the level of behavior (reaction time and accuracy of responses). Furthermore, Johnson and Olshausen report significant diffrences in ERP responses between occlusion and deletion, observed as early as \~130ms after simulus onset. See [S10 Fig](#pcbi.1007001.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for sample images of occlusion and deletion. Occlusion occurs when an object or shape appears in front of another one \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref028]\], in which case the occluding object might serve as an additional depth-base image cue for object completion. On the other hand, deletion occurs when part of an object is removed without additional cues about the shape or the place of the missing part. Occlusion is closely related with amodal completion which is an important visual process for perceptual filling-in of missing parts of an occluded object \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref028], [@pcbi.1007001.ref077]\]. Given the difference between these two phenomena at the level of stimulus set, we expect the dynamics of object processing (and the underlying computational mechanisms) to be also different when part of an object is occluded compared to when it is deleted. Consistent with this, Johnson and Olshausen \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref028]\] demonstrated that ERP responses in occipital and parietal electrodes are signifcantly different between object occlusion and deletion. Furthermore, there were significant behavioural differences between object occlusion and deletion, including differneces in recogntion memory and response confidence.

Object deletion has been previously studied in humans using a variety of techniques: Wyatte et. al. \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref018], [@pcbi.1007001.ref020]\] used human behaviour (in a backward masking paradigm), and computational modelling to show that object recogntion, when part of the object is deleted, requires recurrent processing. Tang et. al. \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref024], [@pcbi.1007001.ref029]\] used intracranial field potential recording on epileptic patients to study temporal dynamics of object deletion; and proposed an attractor-based recurrent model that could explain the neural data. They found \~100 ms delay in processing objects when part of the object was deleted, compared to when the whole object was present. In comparison, in our study we found \~60 ms delay in object processing when objects were occluded. This suggests that while object recognition under both occlusion and deletion requires recurrent processes, temporal dynamics of object deletion is slower, potentially due to the absence of the occluder, which can make the recognition task more difficult.

To summarize, while object deletion has been previously studied in humans, to our knowledge, temporal dynamics of object occlusion had not been studied before. In particular this was the first MVPA study in humans that charachaterized representational dynamics of object recognition under occlusion, and further provided a computational account of the underlying processes that explained both behavioral and neural data.

Does a feedforward system with arbitrarily long depth work the same as a recurrent system with limited depth? {#sec015}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

While conventional CNNs could not account for object recognition beyond the core recognition problem, we do not rule out the possibility that much deeper CNNs could perform better under such challenging conditions.

Computational studies have shown that very deep CNNs outperform shallow ones on a variety of object recognition tasks \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref078]--[@pcbi.1007001.ref080]\]. Specifically, residual learning allows for a much deeper neural network with hundreds \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref058]\] and even thousands \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref059]\] of the layers providing better performance. This is due to the fact that the complex functions that can be represented by deeper architectures cannot be represented by shallow architectures \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref081]\]. Recent computational modeling studies have tried to clarify why increasing the depth of a network can improve its performance \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref060], [@pcbi.1007001.ref063]\]. These efforts have demonstrated that unfolding a recurrent architecture across time leads to a feedforward network with arbitrary depth, in which the weights are shared among the layers. Although such a recurrent network has far fewer parameters, Liao and Poggio \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref060]\] have empirically shown that it performs as well as a very deep feedforward network *without* shared weights. We also showed that a very deep ResNet (e.g. with 150 layers) can be reformulated into the form of a recurrent CNN with much fewer layers (e.g. five layers) ([Fig 6](#pcbi.1007001.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, a compact architecture that resembles these very deep networks in terms of performance is a recurrent hierarchical network with much fewer layers. This compact architecture is probably what the human visual system has selected to be like \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref001], [@pcbi.1007001.ref002]\], given the biological constraints of having a very deep neural network inside the brain \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref082]--[@pcbi.1007001.ref086]\].

From a computational viewpoint, recognition of complex images might require more processing efforts; in other words, they might need to go through more layers of processing to be prepared for the final readout. Similarly, in a recurrent architecture, more processing means more iterations. Our modeling results supports this assumption, showing that under more challening recogntion tasks, more iterations are required to reach human-level perfomrance. For example, under 60% and 80% occlusion, the HRRN model reached human level performance, respectively after going through 13 recurrent stages, and 43 recurrent stages ([S11 Fig](#pcbi.1007001.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). With more iterations, the HRRN model tends to achieve a performance slightly better than the average categorization performance in humans.

Our choice of a recurrent architecture, as opposed to an arbitrarily deep neural network, is mainly driven by the plausibly of such architecture with the hierarchy of vision, where there is only a limited number of processing layers. However, in terms of performance in real-world object recognition tasks (e.g. object recognition under occlusion), the key in achieving a good performance is the number of non-linear operations, which can come either in the form of deeper networks in a feedforward architecture or otherwise more iterations in a recurrent architecture.

The neural basis of masking effect {#sec016}
----------------------------------

Backward masking is a useful tool for studying temporal dynamics of visual object processing \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref048], [@pcbi.1007001.ref053]\]. It can impair recognition of the target object and reduce or eliminate perceptual visibility through the presentation of a second stimulus (mask) immediately or with an interval after the target stimulus, e.g. 50 ms after the target's onset. While the origin of masking effect was not the focus of the current study, our MEG results could provide some insights about the underlying mechanisms of backward masking.

There are several accounts of backward masking in the literature: Breitmeyer and Ganz \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref087]\] provided a purely feedforward explanation (two-channel model), arguing that the mask travels rapidly through the fast channel disrupting recognition of the target object traveling through the slow channel. A number of other studies, however, suggest that the masking mainly interferes with the top-down feedback processes \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref004], [@pcbi.1007001.ref048], [@pcbi.1007001.ref053], [@pcbi.1007001.ref055]\]. And finally, Macknik and Martinez-Conde \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref057]\] explain the masking effect by the lateral inhibition mechanism of neural circuits within different levels of the visual hierarchy; arguing that the mask interferes with the recognition of the target object through lateral inhibition (i.e. inhibitory interactions between target and mask).

The last two accounts of masking, while being different, both argue for the disruption of recurrent processes by the mask: either the top-down recurrent processes, or the local recurrent processes (e.g. lateral interactions). With a short interval between the target and mask, the mask may interfere with the fast recurrent processes (i.e. local recurrent) while with a relatively long interval it may interfere with the slow recurrent processes (i.e. top-down feedback).

Our results of MEG decoding time-courses, time-time decoding and behavioral performances under the no-occlusion condition does not support the purely feedforward account of visual backward masking. We showed that the backward masking did not have a significant effect on disrupting the fast feedforward processes of object recognition under no occlusion (MEG: [Fig 4a](#pcbi.1007001.g004){ref-type="fig"}; behaviorally: [Fig 5d](#pcbi.1007001.g005){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, when objects were occluded the backward masking significantly impaired object recognition both behaviorally ([Fig 5d](#pcbi.1007001.g005){ref-type="fig"}) and neurally ([Fig 4b](#pcbi.1007001.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, the time-time decoding results ([Fig 4c, 4d and 4f](#pcbi.1007001.g004){ref-type="fig"}) showed that backward masking, under no occlusion, had no significant effect on disrupting the diagonal component of the temporal generalization matrix that is mainly associated with the feedforward path of visual processing. On the other hand, the masking removed the off-diagonal components and the late peak (\>200ms) observed in the temporal generalization matrix of the occluded objects.

Taken together, our MEG and behavioral results are in favor of a recurrent account for backward masking. Particularly in our experiment with a short stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA = time from stimulus onset to the mask onset), the mask seems to have affected mostly the local recurrent connections.

Methods {#sec017}
=======

Ethics statement {#sec018}
----------------

The study was conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki. The study involved human participants. The experiment protocol was approved by the local ethics committee at Massachusetts institute of technology. Volunteers completed a consent form before participating in the experiment and were financially compensated after finishing the experiment.

Occluded objects image set {#sec019}
--------------------------

Images of four different object categories (i.e. camel, deer, car, and motorcycle) were used as the stimulus set (see <https://github.com/krajaei/Megocclusion/blob/master/Sample_occlusion_dataset.png> for sample images of occlusion). Object images were transformed to be similar in terms of size and contrast level. To generate an occluded image, in an iterative process we added several black circles (as artificial occluders) of different sizes in random positions on the image. The configuration of black circles (i.e. number, size, and their positions on the images) were randomly selected as such that a V1-like model could not discriminate between images with 0%, 60% and 80% occlusion. To simulate the type of occlusion that occurs in natural scenes, the black circles are positioned in both front and back of the target object. The percent of object occlusion is defined as the percent of the target object covered by the black occluders. We defined three levels of occlusion: 0% (no occlusion), 60% occlusion and 80% occlusion. Black circles also existed in the 0% occlusion, but not covering the target object; this was to make sure that the difference observed between occluded and un-occluded objects cannot be solely explained by the presence of these circles. The generated image set is comprised of 12 conditions: four objects × three occlusion levels. For each condition, we generated M = 64 sample images varying by the occlusion pattern and the target object position. To remove the potential effect of low-level visual features in object discrimination---objects positions were slightly changed around the center of the images (by Δx ≤ 15, Δy ≤ 15 pixels). Overall, we controlled for low-level image statistics, as such that images of different levels of occlusion could not be discriminated simply by using low-level visual features (i.e. Gist and V1 model).

Participants and MEG experimental design {#sec020}
----------------------------------------

Fifteen young volunteers (22--38 year-old, all right-handed; 7 female) participated in the experiment. During the experiment, participants completed eight runs; each run consisted of 192 trials and lasted for approximately eight minutes (total experiment time for each participant = \~70min). Each trial started with 1sec fixation followed by 34ms (2 × screen frame rate (17ms) = 34ms) presentation of an object image (6° visual angle). In half the trials, we employed backward masking in which a dynamic mask was presented for 102ms shortly after the stimulus offset---inter-stimulus-interval (ISI) of 17ms---([S1 Fig](#pcbi.1007001.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In each run, each object image (i.e. camel, deer, car, motor) was repeated 8 times under different levels of occlusions without backward masking; and another 8 repetitions with backward masking. In other words, each condition (i.e. combination of object-image, occlusion-level, mask or no-mask) was repeated 64 times over the duration of the whole experiment.

Every 1--3 trials, a question mark appeared on the screen (lasted for 1.5 sec) prompting participants to choose animate if the last stimulus was deer/camel and inanimate if the last stimulus was car/motor ([S1 Fig](#pcbi.1007001.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; see [S12 Fig](#pcbi.1007001.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for behavioral performance of animate/inanimate task). Participants were instructed to only respond and blink during the question trials to prevent contamination of MEG signals with motor activity and the eye-blink artifact. The question trials were excluded from further MEG analyses.

The dynamic mask was a sequence of random images (n = 6 images; each presented for 17ms) selected from a pool of the synthesized mask images. They were generated by using a texture synthesis toolbox that is available at: <http://www.cns.nyu.edu/~lcv/texture/> \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref088]\]. The synthesized images have low-level feature statistics similar to the original stimuli.

MEG acquisition {#sec021}
---------------

To acquire brain signals with millisecond temporal resolution, we used 306-sensors MEG system (Elekta Neuromag, Stockholm). The sampling rate was 1000Hz and band-pass filtered online between 0.03 and 330 Hz. To reduce noise and correct for head movements, raw data were cleaned by spatiotemporal filters \[Maxfilter software, Elekta, Stockholm; \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref089]\]\]. Further pre-processing was conducted by Brainstorm toolbox \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref090]\]. Trials were extracted -200ms to 700ms relative to the stimulus onset. The signals were then normalized by their baseline (-200ms to 0ms), and were temporally smoothed by low-pass filtering at 20Hz.

Behavioral task of multiclass object recognition {#sec022}
------------------------------------------------

We ran a psychophysical experiment, outside MEG, to evaluate human performance on a multi-class occluded object recognition task. Sixteen subjects participated in a session lasting about 40 minutes. The experiment was a combination of mask and no-mask trials that were randomly distributed across the experiment. Each trial, started by a fixation point presented for 0.5s followed by a stimulus presentation of 34ms. In the masked trials, a dynamic mask of 102ms was presented after a short ISI of 17ms ([S5 Fig](#pcbi.1007001.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Subjects were instructed to respond accurately and as soon as possible after detecting the target stimulus. They were asked to categorize the object images by pressing one of the pre-assigned four keys on a keyboard corresponding to the four object categories: camel, deer, car, and motorcycle.

Overall, 16 human subjects (25 to 40 years-old) participated in this experiment. Before the experiment, participants performed a short training phase on a totally different image-set to learn the task and reach a predefined performance level in the multi-class object recognition task. The main experiment consisted of 768 trials that were randomly distributed into four blocks of 192 trials (32 repetitions of object images with small variations in position and the pattern of occlusion × three occlusion levels × two masking conditions × four object categories = 768). Images of 256x256 pixels size were presented at a distance of 70 cm at the center of a CRT monitor with the frame rate of 60 Hz and a resolution of 1024×768. We used the MATLAB based psychophysics toolbox of \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref091]\].

Multivariate pattern analyses (MVPA) {#sec023}
------------------------------------

### Pairwise decoding analysis {#sec024}

To measure temporal dynamics of object information processing, we used pairwise decoding analysis on the MEG data \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref044], [@pcbi.1007001.ref045], [@pcbi.1007001.ref092]\]. For each subject, at each time-point, we created a data matrix of 64-trials × 306-sensors per condition. We used a support vector machine (SVM) to pairwise decode any two conditions, with a leave-one-out cross-validation approach. At each time-point, for each condition, *N-1* pattern vectors were used to train the linear classifier \[SVM; LIBSVM, \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref093]\], software available at <http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/>\], and the remaining *N*^*th*^ vector was used for evaluation. The above procedure was repeated 100 times with random reassignment of the data to training and testing sets. This was then averaged over the six pairwise decoding accuracies. The SVM decoding analysis is done independently for each subject and then we report the average decoding performance over these individuals ([Fig 1a](#pcbi.1007001.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

### Time-time decoding analysis {#sec025}

We also reported time-time decoding accuracies, obtained by cross-decoding across time. For each pair of objects, a SVM classifier is trained at a given time and tested at all other time-points, thus showing the generalization of the classifier across time. The results are then averaged across all the pairwise classifications. This yields an 801x801 (t = -100 to 700 ms) matrix of average pairwise decoding accuracies for each subject. [Fig 2](#pcbi.1007001.g002){ref-type="fig"} shows the time-time decoding matrices averaged across 15 participants. To test for statistical significance, we did one-sided signrank test against the chance-level and then corrected for multiple comparison using FDR.

### Sensorwise decoding analysis {#sec026}

We also examined a sensorwise visualization of pairwise object decoding across time ([S1](#pcbi.1007001.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#pcbi.1007001.s015){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Movies). To this end, we trained and tested the SVM classifier at the level of sensors (i.e. combination of three neighboring sensors) across the whole 306 sensors. First, 306 MEG sensors were grouped into 102 triplets (Elekta Triux system; 2 gradiometers and 1 magnetometer in each location). At each time-point, we applied the same pairwise decoding procedure as previously explained in 4.5.1, this time at the level of groups of 3 adjacent sensors (instead of taking all the 306 MEG sensors together). Average pairwise decoding accuracies across subjects, at each time point, are color-coded across the head surface. We used black dots to indicate channels with significantly above chance accuracy (FDR-corrected across both time and sensors), and gray dots to show accuracies with p\<0.05, before correcting for multiple comparison. At each time-point, we also specify the channel with peak decoding accuracy by a red dot.

### Representational similarity analysis (RSA) over time {#sec027}

We used representational similarity analysis (RSA) \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref043], [@pcbi.1007001.ref044], [@pcbi.1007001.ref094]--[@pcbi.1007001.ref096]\], to compare representations of computational models with time-resolved representations derived from MEG data.

For the MEG data, representational dissimilarity matrices (RDM) were calculated at each time-point by computing the dissimilarity (1---Spearman's R) between all pairs of the MEG patterns elicited by object images. Time-resolved MEG RDMs were then correlated (Spearman's R) with the computational model RDMs, yielding a correlation vector over time ([Fig 5a](#pcbi.1007001.g005){ref-type="fig"}).

**Semipartial correlation.** We additionally calculated semipartial correlations between the MEG RDMs and the computational model RDMs ([Fig 7b](#pcbi.1007001.g007){ref-type="fig"}). Semipartial correlation indicates the unique relationship between a model representation (e.g. AlexNet RDM) and the MEG data, by taking out the shared contribution of other models (e.g. HRRN RDM) in explaining the MEG data. The semipartial correlation is computed as follows: $$r_{1(2.3)} = \frac{r_{12} - r_{13}r_{23}}{\sqrt{1 - {r_{23}}^{2}}}$$ ′*r*~1(2.3)~′ is the correlation between *model X*~*1*~ and *model X*~*2*~ controlling for the effect of *model X*~*3*~ (i.e. removing X~3~ only from X~2~) \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref097]\].

To construct CNN model RDMs, we used the extracted features from the penultimate layer of the networks (i.e. the layer before softmax operation). Significant correlations were determined by one-sided signrank test (p \< 0.5, FDR-corrected across time).

Significance testing {#sec028}
--------------------

We used the non-parametric Wilcoxon signrank test \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref098]\] for random effect analysis. To determine time-points with significantly above chance decoding accuracy (or significant RDM correlations), we used a right-sided signrank test across n = 15 participants. To adjust p-values for multiple comparisons (e.g. across time), we further applied the false discovery rate (FDR) correction \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref099]\] \[RSA-Toolbox: is available from <https://github.com/rsagroup/rsatoolbox> \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref100]\]\].

To determine whether two time-courses (e.g. correlation or decoding) are significantly different at any time interval, we used a two-sided signrank test, FDR corrected across time.

**Onset latency.** We defined onset latency as the earliest time where performance became significantly above chance for at least ten consecutive milliseconds. Mean and standard deviation (SD) for onset latencies were calculated by leave-one-subject-out repeated for N = 15 times.

**Peak latency.** The time for peak decoding accuracy was defined as the time where the decoding accuracy was the maximum value. The mean and SD for peak latencies were calculated similar to the onset latencies.

Computational modeling {#sec029}
----------------------

### Feedforward computational model (AlexNet) {#sec030}

We used a well-known CNN (AlexNet) \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref101]\] that is shown to account for the core object recognition \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref010], [@pcbi.1007001.ref012], [@pcbi.1007001.ref074], [@pcbi.1007001.ref075]\]. CNNs are cascades of hierarchically organized feature extraction layers. Each layer has several hundred convolutional filters and each convolutional filter scans various places on the input generating a feature map at its output. A convolutional layer may be followed by a local or global pooling layer merging outputs of a group of units. The pooling layers make the feature maps invariant to small variations \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref081]\]. AlexNet has eight cascading layers: five convolutional layers, some of which followed by pooling layers, and three fully-connected layers \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref101]\]. The last fully-connected layer is a 1000-way softmax that corresponds to the 1000 class labels. The network has 60 million free parameters. A pre-trained version of the model, which is trained on 1.2 million images from ImageNet dataset \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref102]\] is used for the experiments here. We used the features extracted by the fc7 layer (before softmax operation) as the model output.

### Hierarchical recurrent ResNet (HRRN) {#sec031}

In convolutional neural networks, performance in visual recognition tasks can be substantially improved by adding to the depth of the network \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref078], [@pcbi.1007001.ref079], [@pcbi.1007001.ref103]\]. However, this comes at a cost: deeper networks of simply stacking layers (plain nets) have higher training errors due to the vanishing gradients (degradation) \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref104]\] problem that prevents convergence in the training phase. To address this problem, He et al. \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref058]\] introduced a deep residual learning framework. Residual networks can overcome the vanishing gradient problem during learning by employing *identity shortcut connections* that allow bypassing residual layers. This framework enables training ultra-deep networks, e.g. with 1202 layers, leading to much better performances compared to the shallower networks \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref058], [@pcbi.1007001.ref059]\].

Residual connections give ResNet an interesting characteristic of having several possible pathways with different lengths from the network's input to the output instead of a single deep pathway \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref061]\]. For example, the ultra-deep 152-layers ResNet in its simplest form---by skipping all the residual layers---is a hierarchy of five convolutional layers. By including additional residual layers, more complex networks with various depths are constructed \[see table 1 in \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref058]\]\]. Each series of the residual modules can be reformulated into the form of a convolutional layer with recurrent connections \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref063]\]. Additionally, Liao and Poggio \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref060]\] show that a ResNet with shared weights can retain most of the performance of the corresponding network with non-shared weights.

In this study, we proposed a generalization of this convolutional neural network by redefining residual layers as local recurrent connections. As shown in [Fig 6](#pcbi.1007001.g006){ref-type="fig"}, we reformulated the 152-layers ResNet of \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref058]\] into the form of a five-layer convolutional network with folded residual layers as its local recurrent connections. The unfolded HRRN (= 152 layers ResNet) is deeper than the AlexNet and has different normalization (i.e. batch normalization) and filter sizes, however, they still have a similar number of free parameters (60M). Comparing AlexNet with a purely feedforward version of HRRN (readout stage 0, with five layers), AlexNet performs slightly better than HRRN in readout stage 0, and gradually after 4 iterations HRRN reaches a categorization performance similar to that of AlexNet ([S13 Fig](#pcbi.1007001.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The model is pre-trained on ImageNet 2012 dataset with a training set similar to that of Alexnet (1.2 million training images). It is shown experimentally that an unfolded recurrent CNN (with shared weights) is similar to a very deep feedforward network with non-shared weights \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref060]\]. In our analyses, we used the extracted features of the penultimate layer (i.e. layer pool5, which is before the softmax layer) as the model output.

Supporting information {#sec032}
======================

###### MEG experimental paradigm.

The experiment was divided into two types of trials: mask and no mask trials, shown in random order. Each trial started by a fixation of 1 sec followed by a target stimulus presented for 34ms. In the mask trials, after a short inter-stimulus-interval (ISI) of 17ms, a dynamic mask of 102ms duration was presented. Every 1--3 trials (average = 2) a question mark appeared on the screen. Subjects were asked to select whether the last image was animate or inanimate. They were also instructed to restrict their blinking (and swallowing) to the question-mark trials.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Time course of visual processing and masking in humans.

Earliest responses reaching each of the visual areas from V1 to IT are indicated by the oblique lines, when a stimulus is on for 34ms, followed by an ISI of 17 ms, followed by a mask. The grey shaded area indicates the effect of mask when it disrupts the information that is being fed back from higher visual areas to lower visual areas. The approximate timings are set according to human \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref038], [@pcbi.1007001.ref050], [@pcbi.1007001.ref105]\] and non-human (i.e. macaque) studies \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref004]\] controlling for the fact that the macaque cortex is smaller, with a shorter neural distance and therefore faster transmission of visual information \[[@pcbi.1007001.ref037]\].

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Average response times of behavioral experiment across three occlusion levels.

The results are averaged over n = 15 human participants. Error bars represent SEM. Significant difference between occlusion levels are indicated by stars (signrank test). \*\*\* = p\<0.001.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Split-half replicability for different conditions.

The MEG trials for each condition (i.e. 0% occlusion, 60% occlusion, and 80% occlusion) were divided into two halves, the replicability is measured as the correlation between these two halves. Thicker lines indicate significantly above chance correlations (right sided sign-rank test, FDR corrected across time, p\<0.05). No significant difference was observed between the replicability of different conditions (two-sided signrank test, FDR-corrected across time), thus indicating that different conditions do not differ in their level of noise. In more details, for each condition, we randomly split M = 64 trial repetitions into two groups of 32 trials. Distance matrices were then calculated for average raw pattern vectors of each group by computing pairwise dissimilarity (1-correlation) between the patterns (12x12 matrices; 12 experimental stimuli). Spearman's R was used as the replicability measure between these two split-half matrices across time.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Time-course of average pairwise decoding accuracy for mask and no mask trials under 80 percent occlusion.

Shaded error bars represent standard error of the mean (SEM). Decoding accuracy was not significantly above chance at any time-point for both mask and no mask (right-sided signrank test, FDR-corrected across time, p \< 0.5).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Experimental design of the multiclass behavioral task.

The behavioral experiment had two types of trials: mask and no mask trials (in random order). Each trial started by 0.5sec fixation, followed by a short presentation of stimulus for 34ms. In the masked trials, 17ms after the stimulus offset (short ISI) a dynamic mask of 100ms was presented. The dynamic mask was a sequence of synthesized images. The subjects were instructed to respond as soon and accurate as possible. Subject's response was to categorize the presented image by pressing one of the four pre-specified keys on a keyboard corresponding to the four object categories (camel, deer, car, and motorcycle).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Confusion matrices of the human (mask/no-mask) and models across three occlusion levels.

To compare patterns of errors in the models and humans, we computed confusion matrices. To obtain a confusion matrix, we first trained a SVM classifier on a multiclass object recognition task similar to the behavioral experiment. Then, we calculated the percentage of predicted labels assigned to a category. We display these percentages using color-codes in the matrix. Elements in the main diagonal of the confusion matrix show classification performances and off-diagonal elements show errors made in the classification. **(a)** Confusion matrices for the three levels of occlusion. The color bar, at the bottom-right corner, indicates the percentage of labels assigned to a category. **(b)** Bars indicate correlations between confusion matrices of the models with that of humans (mask and no-mask). Stars show significant differences between HRRN and AlexNet (signrank test, across subjects). \* = p\<0.05; \*\* = p\<0.01.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Venn diagram of MEG and the models.

Red area indicates the unique contribution of HRRN in explaining MEG data. AlexNet has no unique contribution likely due to a component shared between the two models (i.e. feedforward component).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Contribution of the feedforward and recurrent models in explaining MEG data under 0% occlusion.

\(a\) Correlation between the models RDMs and the average MEG RDM over two different time bins. (b) Unique contribution of each model (semipartial correlation) in explaining the MEG data. Error bars represent SEM (Standard Error of the Mean). Significantly above zero correlations/semipartial-correlations and significant differences between the two models are indicated by stars. \* = p\<0.05; \*\* = p\<0.01; \*\*\* = p\<0.001.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Sample images of object occlusion versus deletion.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### HRRN accuracy across readout stages for different levels of occlusion.

Shaded error bars indicate SD. Black circles are average accuracies across n = 16 human participants. Readout stage: readout stage refers to the number of local recurrent iterations involved in processing the input image throughout the hierarchy of the network. Readout stage 0 is when the model is fully feedforward (no local recurrent is active). And readout stage 1 is when only one recurrent iteration is engaged and readout stage *n* is when the network has gone through *n* recurrent iterations.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Behavioral performance of animate/inanimate categorization task of the MEG experiment.

Stars indicate significant differences between mask and no-mask trials. The results are averaged over N = 15 human participants.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Categorization accuracies of HRRN across different readout stages compared with Alexnet for different occlusion levels.

Shaded error bars indicate SD. Readout stage: readout stage refers to the number of local recurrent iterations involved in processing the input image throughout the hierarchy of the network. Readout stage 0 is when the model is fully feedforward (no local recurrent is active). And readout stage 1 is when only one recurrent iteration is engaged and readout stage n is when the network has gone through n recurrent iterations. Black circles are average accuracies for Alexnet, which are shown around the approximate corresponding HRRN readout stages.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Sensorwise visualization of pairwise object decoding across time for no-occlusion condition.

Color map represents percent of decoding accuracies across head surface (chance level = 50%). Circles indicate neighboring triplets (102 triplets) of MEG sensors (2 gradiometers and 1 magnetometer in each location). Significantly above chance decoding accuracies after correction for multiple comparison are shown by black dots (FDR-corrected across 102 triplets and 801 time-points). Gray dots indicate decoding accuracies with p\<0.05 (right sided signed rank test) that did not remain signifiant after FDR-correction. At each time point, the peak decoding accuracy is indicated by a red dot.

(MP4)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Sensorwise visualization of pairwise object decoding across time for occlusion condition.

Color map represents percent of decoding accuracies across head surface (chance level = 50%). Circles indicate neighboring triplets (102 triplets) of MEG sensors (2 gradiometers and 1 magnetometer in each location). Significantly above chance decoding accuracies after correction for multiple comparison are shown by black dots (FDR-corrected across 102 triplets and 801 time-points). Gray dots indicate decoding accuracies with p\<0.05 (right sided signed rank test) that did not remain signifiant after FDR-correction. At each time point, the peak decoding accuracy is indicated by a red dot.

(MP4)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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